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ON THE GAME OF GO

By JIN BAI Km

1. Introduction.

We introduce a two person go-game on a three dimensional go board.
Then we discuss to capture, Shicho, life and other problems. There are pa
pers [1, 2, 3, 4 and 5J on the two person game of go on a 2-dimensional bo
ard for comuting machines.

2. Definition of a two person go-game on a 3-dimensional board.

Let Z.,. be the set of all positive integers. Let njEZ+ with nj;;;;9 (i=l,
2,3). Let I j= (nEZ+ :n~njl and let B=I1 XI2XI3• (i, j, k) in B is called a
point or an intersection. Let S= (b, w} be a set of two distinct objects band
w. (We call b a black stone and w a white stone.) Let yES. If (y, a) is a me
mber of yXB, then t'= (y, a) is called a vertex with y-color or ay-vertex.
B is called the go-board. G (y X B) denotes the set of all subsets of y X B
and any member of G(y) of G(yXB) is called a y-graph. Let u= (i, j, k) E

B and let vE B. u and v are adjacent if v takes one of the following 18
points:

(1) (i,j,k+I). (2) (i,j,k-l). (3) (i,j+l,k). (4) (i,j-l,k). (5) (i
1,j,k). (6) (i+l,j,k). (7) (i-1,j-1,k). (8) i+1,j-I,k). (9) (i+
1,j+I,k). (10) (i-l,j+l,k). (11) (i,j-l,k+l). (12) (i,j-I,k-I).
(13) (i,j+I,k+1). (14) (i,j+l,k-I). (15) (i+l,j,k+I). (16) (i+I,
j,k-I). (17) (i-l,j,k+I). (18) (i-1,j,k-1).

G(y) EG(yXB) is connected if any two vertices of G(y) form an edge.
"The number IG(y) I=m of all vertices of G(y) will be called the order of
G (y). A connected graph G (y) = {(y, aj) : i = 1, 2, ... , ml of order m;;;; 3 is said
to be a simple connected curve graph with two terminal vertices (y, al) and(y,
am) if al is not adjacent with am and if G (y) ~ (y, aj) (1'* i '* m) is not a
connected graph. (A~B means the set of all elements of A which are not
in B.) An edge {(y, al), ()', a2) l is also called a simple connected curve graph.

Let B 1= {(i,j,k)EB:i=I or i=nl), B2= {(i,j,k)EB:j=l or j=n2},
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B3={(i,j,k)EB:k=I or k=n3} B(B)=BltJi~UB3. B(B) wiIl be called the-
border of B. Let G (y) be a simple COmJ~I'i"UlIVe graph with two termi
nal vertices (y,al) and (y,am). If {ah~r{cB(m, ,then G(y) is caHeda we
ak simple closed curve graph. A graph G{y) is said to be a strong /simple·
closed curve graph if IG(y) I=m~4 and if, for each vertex (y,a) of G(Y),
G(y) '" (y, a) is a simple connected curve graph with two terminal vertices.
CG(yXB) denotes the set of all weak and ~trong simple closed curve gra
phs. Any member G(y) of CG(yXB) is called a simple closed curve graph.
For a graph G(y), define c(G(y» = {vEB: (y, v) EG(y)} as the coordinate
set of G(y). Define Bli~io= {(i,j,k)EB:i=io}, for a fixed io. Let G(y) be
a simple closed curve graph with G(y)CyX (Bli~io).

Then G(y) divides the section B Ii=io into two separated regions R (G (y) )
and R(G(y» such that R(G(y» UR(G(y» Uc(G(y»=Bli~io and R(G(y»
nR(G(y» nc(G(y»=qS (the empty set).

DEFINITION 1. A simple closed surface graph. Let G (y) be a y-graph and
let (y, (io, jo, ko» EG(y). G(.1) Ii~io = {(.1, Cio,j, k» EG(.1)} is called a section
graph of G(y) at i=io. Similarly, G(y) Ij~jo= fey, (i,jo, k) EG(y)} and G(y)
Ik=ko= fey, (i,j,ko»EG(y)} are called section graphs of G(y) at j=jo and k
= ko, respectively. G(y) is called a simple closed surface graph if every sec
tion graph of G (y) is either a simple closed curve graph or a line segment
graph including a vertex graph as a special case.

EXAMPLE 1. There are exactly eight simple closed surface graphs G(y) =
{(y,ai):i=1,2,3} of order 3. Let vI={(I,O,O), (0,1,0), (0,0, I)}, V2=
{(n!> 1,0), (n!> 0, 1), (nI-I, 0, 0, )}, V3= {(I,~, 0), (0, n2-I, 0), (0, n2, O)},

V4= {(nl-I,n2,0), (nh n2-1,0), (nh n2,I)}, Vs= {(O,0, n3-I), (I, 0, n3),
(0,1, n3)}, V6= {(n!> 0, n3-I), (n!> 1, n3), (nI-I, 0, n3)}, V7= {en!> n2-I, n3),
(n!>n2,n3-1), (nl-l,n2,n3)} and vs= {(0,n2-I,n3), (l,n2,n3). (0.n2.n3-
I)}.

Then G(y)=yXVi= {(y,ai):aiEVj for i=1.2,3} U=I.2.···.8) isasimple
closed surface graph.

Let G (y) be a simple closed surface graph. Then G (y) divides the go
board B into two separated regions R(G(y» and R(G(y» such that R(G
(y» UR(G(y» Uc(G(y»=B and R(G(y» OR(G(y» oc(G(y» =cP. Two
graphs G1 and G2 form a graph G1 UG2 if c(G1) nc(G2 ) =cP. (Gi is a(b. w)
-graph, in general.) Let G(:c) be a graph and G(y) be a simple closed sur-·
face graph. G(:c) is completely surrounded by G(y) if c(G(:c»=R(G(Y»
or c(G(:c» = R(G)y». We use G(y)(G(:c» to denote that G(:c) is com
pletely surrounded by G(y). (We note that :c=l=.1.)
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NOTE. If IR (G (y» I~ IR(G (y» I for a simple closed surface graph G (y) •
then we say that R(G(y» is the inner region of G(y). G(x) is completely
surrounded by G (y) means that, in general, c(G (x) ) = R (G (y) ) .

NOTE. In example 1, we have that R(G(y»=R(yXVl)=(O,O,O), R(yX
V2) = (nh 0, 0), R(yXV3) = (0, n2, 0), R (yXV4) = (n!> n2, 0), R (YXvs) = (0,
0,n3), R(yXV6) = (nhO,n3), R(yXv7)=(nhn2,n3) and R(yXvs) =(0,n2.
n3) .

EXAMPLE 2. There is a simple closed surface graph G(y)={(y,a;):i=l,
2,···,6} of order 6 with one point inner region R(G(y»=Ci+1, j+1, k+
1), where al=(i+l, j, k+1), a2=(i+2, j+1, k+1), a3=Ci+1, j+2,
k+1), a4=(i, j+l, k+1), as=(i+1, j+1, k) and a6=(i+1, j+1, k+
1) .

DEFINITION 2. A region.
Let G;(y) be a simple closed surface graph for i=l, 2, '.', m. Suppose that

c(G;(y»cR(G1(y» (i*1) and c(G1(y»cR(G;(y» (i*l). The R(G1(Y»..
"'- Uc(G;(y» U R(G;(y» is called the region of the union graph G(y) = U

'*1 ;*1 i=1I...
G;(y) of graphs G;(y) and we denote the region by R (UG;(y». If G(z)

;=1

is a graph with c(G(x» =R( UG;(y», then we say that G(z) is completely
;=1 ..

surrounded by the graphG(y) = UG;(y) and we denote this by G(y) (G(z».
'=1

If aER(UG;(y»),then R(UG;(y) U (y.a»=R( UG;(y»"'-{a} is also called
;=1 i=1 ;=1

the region of G' (y) =G(y) U (y, a).

DEFINITION 3. Ko. Let G(y) be a simple closed surface graph with the
one point region R(G(y» = (i,j,k) and 3~IG(y)I~6. Let zES",-{y}. Let
G(x) be a graph such that 2~ IG(z) I ~5, c(G(z» nc(G(y» =<jJ, G(z) U
(z, (i, j, k» forms a simple closed surface graph and G (z) is not a simple
closed surface graph. If there is a vertex (y, a) of G(y) such that the inner
region R(G(z» U (z, (i,j,k» in the graphG(z) U (x, (i,j,k» UG(y)"'-(y,a)
is equal to a, then we say that G(y) and G(z) form a Ko and we denote
this Ko by Ko(G(y),G(x), (i,j,k), (y,a». We may say that the player
Py initiated the Ko.

We remark G(y) UG(z) is an (z, y)-graph when c(G(z) nc(G(y» =<jJ.
We now define two functions.

DEFINITION 4. A move function f and a capture function g. Let G; be a
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sequence of (b, w)-graphs. Let 8°=8 U~. We define a move function f:Z+
--+Z+X8°XB as a mapping satisfying the following conditions:

(1) f(1) = (1, GJ, where G1 is a subset of b X B with IG11 = If(1) I ;;;;;; l.
(2) For nEZ+,

{

(2n -1, b, v) , a black move by Ph,
f(2n-I) =

(2n-I, 9, v), a pass move by P".

(

(2n, w, v) , a white move by Pu»
f(2n) =

(2n, 1>, v) • a pass move by Pun

where 'OER. We often write f(i) =1> when f(i) = (i, 1>, v) is a pass move.
We also use If(i) I=0 for a pass move f(i) =</J. We have that O~ If(i) I~
1.

(3) f(n+1)=(n+l,x,'O) and x=l=</J, then 'OEB"-..c(Gn).

We now define a capture function f:Z+~G(bXB)UG(wXB) Ut/> by the fo
llowing:

(4) Let fen) = (n, y, v) (n;;;;;;2).
Suppose that there eXists a set {Gj(y) :j=l, 2, ..., m} (m::::::1) of m graphs

and a graph G(x) (x=t=y) in Gn - 1 such that ij Gj(y) U (y, v) forms a union
j=l

graph of m simple closed surface graphs and the region R ( UGj (y) U (Y, v) )
j=l

is the region defined in Definition 2. If G(x) is completely surrounded by

the union graph UGj(Y) U (y,'O), then g(n)=G(x).
j=l

(5) (Suicide is illegal.)
Suppose that there exists a set {Gj(x) :j=1, 2, ... , m} (m;;;;;; 1) of simple

.clo,aed surface graphs in Gn- 1 such that c(Gj(x»cR(G1(x» and c(G1(x»
cR(Gj» (j=l=l). Suppose that thereexists a graph G(y) in Gn- 1 such that

G (y) U (y, v) is completely surrounded by the union graph ij Gj (x) . (See
j=l

Definition 2 for a union graph and its region.) Then g(n)=G(y) U (y,'O).
(6) If (4) and (5) are not applicable, then g(n) =t/>.
Now we can define a seqence G; inductively, where G; are (b, w) -graphs

mentioned in Definition 4.
Define G1 by f(l) = (1, G1), G1cbXB and IGd;;;;;;l. For f(i+I) = (i+I,

1;,'0), Gi+l is defined by

G;+l=(G;~ (x, v) "-..g(i+1) if x=t=t/>,

G; if x=</J.
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We impose, in general, Ko-rule on a move function f.
Ko-rule is one of important concepts on go-games.
Ko-rule.
(1) If a move fen) = (n, y, v) forms the first Ko=Ko(G(y), G(x), Ci,j, k),

\y, a», where (y, a) is a vertex of G (y). Then the player Px can take a
move of the form f(n+1)=(n+1,x, (i,j,k» and consequently g(n+1)=
(y,a). If f(n-i-1) = (n+l,x, Ci,j,k» and g(n+1)=(y,a), then we say that

Px moves to the Ko and captures a y-stone of (y, a). Now we have Gn+ 1 =

Gn U (x, (i, j, k» '" (y, a). Ko-rule is that Py can not take a move of the
form f(n+2)=(n+2,y,a), that is, a move f(n+2)=(n+2,y,a) is illegal.
REMARK. pycantakea move f(n+4)=(n+4,y,Ci,j,k» when f(n+3)=I:
(n+3,x, (i,j,k».

(2) k(Gn) denotes the set of all Kos in the (b, w)-graph Gn • Suppose
that k(Gn)=Ko(G(y),G(x), (i,j,k), (y,a», f(n)=(n,y,v) and g(n)=I:-(x,
(i,j,k». If f(n+1)=(n+1, x, (i,j,k» and g(n+1) (y,a), then we say
that Px moves to the Ko and captures a y-stone of (y, a). Suppose that Px
moves to the Ko. Then Ko-rule is that a move fen +2) = (n +2, y, a) with
.g(n+2) = (x, (i,j,k» by Py to the Ko of k(Gn+1) is illegal. If f(n)=(n,y,
-v) with g(n) = (x, (i,j,k», then, a move f(n+1)=(n+l,x, (i,j,k» with
g(n+1)=(y,a) is illegal. Let m~l.

(3) Suppose that k(Gn) = {Ko(Gt(y),Gt(x), (it,jt>kt), (y,at»: t=1,2,···
,ml} U {Ko(Gt(x),Gt(y), (it,jt,k t» :t=ml+1,1ll1+2,···,ml+mZ} (mz;;;;;l). If
Px takes a move to Ko of k (Gn), then a move by Py to any Ko in k (G
.n+l) is illegal. If f(n+1) = (n+2,y(ito ,jto' kto» with g(n+1) = (y,ato ), then
a move f(n+2) =(n+2,y, (it,jt>kt» for t=to or tE {ml+1, ml+2, "',ml

+mz}, is illegal.

DEFINITION 5. The end of the game.
The game ends with the final graph Gn if f(n+1) and f(n+2) are first

two consecutive pass moves. We shall say that the game ends at the n+2
th move.

SCORING.
Let D= {G;(y) :iEI} be the set of all simple closed surface y-graphs in

G(y). Let R= {Rj:jEJ} be the set of all regions determined by D. We
see that R(Gj(y» and R(G;(y» are members of R. (1) Consider R(G;
(y»ER. Suppose IR(G;(y» nc(G(x» 1=1ll1 and IR(G;(y» nc(G(y» 1=

m2' If ml=O, then we define IIR(G;(y»II=IR(Gj(y» l-m2' Ifml=l:-O, then
;there is a graph Gt(x) such that c(Gt(x»cR(G;(y». There are two cases.
(2) There exists a positive integer k such that by k moves f(n+2+i) (i=
1,2,"',k), it is possible to obtain g(n+2+k) which contains Gt (.?:). This
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is the case, we set IIR(G j CY»II=!R(Gi(y»\-m2+ ml.

(3) If it is not possible to obtain such g(n+2+k) containing Gt(a;) by a
finite number (k) of moves, then we set IIR(Gi (y»II=O (4) Let RjER.
Suppose that there is a subset K of I (I K I>2) so that the union graph U

iEK

Gi(y) makes the region R(i~Pi(Y» =Rj as defined in Definition 2. Then

we take IRjnc(G(x» 1=ml and IRjnc(G(y» I=m2. If ml=O, then we"de
fine IIRAI as IIRjll=IRj l-m2. If ml=i=O. Then there exists a graph Gt(a;)
such that c(Gt(x» cRj. We now follow (2) and (3) for R j. We define CT

by c",=:EURill+:Elg(j)], including j=2n+1 when y=b and j=2n when
ieJ g(j)EG(xXB)

y=w, as the final score of py• If cx>cy, then we say P:I: with a;-stones win
the game by (cx-cy).

DEFINITION 6. A two person go-game on a 3-dimensional go-board with
Ko-rule is a set U,g, S, B} of a move function / which obey the Ko-rule,
a capture function g, a set S= {b, w} and a three dimensional go-board B=
I1xI2XIg•

3. We now discuss problems of the game.

In a two person go-game on a 2-dimensionaI go-board, there is a me
thod of capturing, which is called Shicho or ladder. Shicho is one of the
fundamental techniques in the go-game. Any person who says that 'I can
play Go' knows Shicho. One might ask this question: Is there Shicho in a
3-d.imensional go-game? First we give an example of Shicho. Let {f, g, s,
I1XI2} be a two-person go-game on a 2-dimensional go-board I 1XI2• (b-
means black and w means white.) Let /(1) = (1, b, (4, 4» , /(2) = (2, w,
(4,5», /(3) = (3, b, (5,5», /(4) = (4, w, (4,6», /(5) = (5, b, (6,5» and

/(6) = (6, W, (5,4». Then Pb (the person with black stones) can capture
(w, (5, 4» -stone by Shicho method.

See the moves: /(7) = (7, b, (5, 3», /(8) = (8, w, (6,4», /(9) = (9, b, (7,
4», /(10) = (10, w, (6, 3», /(11) = (11, b, (6,2», /(12) = (12, w, (7, 3», f
(13) = (13, b, (8,3», /(14) = (14, w, (7,2», /(15) = (15, b, (7, 1», /(16) =
(16, w, (8,2», /(17) = (17, b, (9,2», /(18) = (18, w, (8,1», /(19) = (19, b,
(9,1», g(i) =if; U=I, 2, ..., 18) and g(19) = {(w, Vi) :Vl= (5, 4), V2= (6, 3),
Vg= (6, 4), V4= (7, 3), vs= (7,2), V6= (8, 2) and V7= (8, I)}.

In our definition of the two-person go-game on a 3-dimensional board,
the answer to the question is no. But, if we define a move function / as f
(2n-l) = (2n-l, b, V) with I VI =3 for all odd number 2n-l and /(2n)
= (2n, w, v) with Iv I= 1 for all even number 2n, then we will have Shicho-
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in a two-person go-game on a 3-dimensional board. We shall call this f a
3-1 move function.

EXERCISE. Let 11 X12 X··· X In (n:2 4) be a board B.
Let {j, g, S, B} be a two-person go-graph on an n-dimensional board B.

Let f be an m-I move function. Find the number m for f to have Shicho
in the game {f, g, S, B}.

We now discuss Life and Death.
One of the fundamental concepts on the go-game is determining when a

group of stones is impossible to capture by the opponent. Benson [2J de
fined the term 'Unconditional Life' and established an important theorem.

We shall consider that a group of x-stones has a situation of the uncon
ditional life in a 3-dimensional and 2-person go-game defined in 2.

We need more definitions. Let {f,g, S, B} be a 2-person go-game on a
3-dimensional board B. (We may say that {f, g, S, R} is a 2-3 go-game.)
Let Gn be the final (b, w)-graph after first two consecutive pass moves f(n
+1) =9 and f(n+2) =9· For k<n, Gk will be called a partial (b, w)-graph
at the kth move t = k or f(k). Any subset G (b, w) of Gk is called a local
go-graph at the move t=k or f(k). Let Gk(b, w) be a local go-graph at the
move t=k and let Gk(b, w) =G(b) UG(w). Let G(x) E {G(b), G(w)}.

DEFINITION 7. A strongly connected graph.
Any subset B(x) of G(x) is called a strongly connected graph if for any

two distinct vertices (X,Vl) and (x, vs) of B(x), th~re exists a sequence(x,
Vi) (i=2,3,···,s-l) of vertices of B(x) such that (x,v;) and (X,V;+I) (i=
1,2, ..., s-1) form an edge. SC(Go(x» denotes the set of all strongly con
nected x-graphs in the x-graph Go(x).

NOTE. The strongly connectedness is an equivalence relation 7l: on Go(x)
and hence Go (x) /7l:=SC(Go(x».

If Px with x-stones captures a group of y-stones of a graph Go(y) which
is a subgraph of Gk, then Go(y) is either a strongly connected graph or a
union of strongly connected graphs and Go(y) can not be a part of a stron
gly connected graph. We follow the paper [2, pp. 22-26J by Benson.

DEFINITION 8. Safe, almost always safe and healthy regions. If any element
Bo(y) of SC(Go(Y» remains in the final graph Gn , then we say that Bo(y)
is safe. Bo(y) is almost always safe if in any sequence of moves f(k+i)
(i=1,2, ···,to), Py must have n(~2) non-pass moves (after f(k» in order
to make the y-stones of Bo(y) safe. A region Ro is healthy for a strongly
connected x-graph Bo(x), denoting by H(Ro, B o(x», if Ro=R (Go (x) ) for
med by a simple closed surface graph Go (x), c (G (x» nRo=y'> and for every
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point u in R o, say u= (i, j, k), there exists a vertex (x, v) in Bo(x) so that
"V takes one of {(I), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6)} the set of six coordinates in the
Definition of u and v are adjacent.

DEFINITION 9. A graph is unconditionally alive and an eye.
Let Gk be a partial go-graph t=k in the go-game {f,g, S, B} and Gk=G

(b) UG(w). Let G(x) E {G(b) , G(w)}. Let XcSC(G(x» and Ro be a re
gion. Recall that for Ro there exists a set {Gi(x) :i=l, 2, ..., m} of m simple

dosed surface graphs Gi(x) so that Ro=R(UGi(x» as defined in Definition
;==1..

2. We denote UGi(x) by H(x). Suppose that Ro=R(H(x» is an healthy
i=1

region for an element Bo(x) of X. Ro =R(H(x» is said to be vital to Bo
(x) in X if {B(x)ESC(G(x»:c(B(x» nc(H(x»*<fS} cX.X is uncondition
ally alive if for all B(x) EX have two distinct regions RI and R 2 which are
vital to B(x) in X. Let B(x) ESC(G(x» and H(Ro, B(x». If Ro=R(B
(x», then Ro is an eye. Otherwise, Ro is a joiner. We can now state the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let {f,g, S, B} be a 2-person go-game on a 3-dimensional board
B. Let Gk be a partial (b, w) go-graph at t=k. Then

(1) A subset X ofSC(G(x» is unconditionally alive, then every element of
X is safe.

(2) If XcSC(G(x» is the set of all safe x-graphs, then X is unconditio
nally alive.

The proof of this theorem is technically the same as the proofs of Theorems
1 and 2[2J by Benson and we shall omit the proof of this theorem.

NOTE. Theorem 1 is true for any go-game {f,g, S, BI on an n-dimensio
nal board B (n~3) and for a 1-1 move function f. But if f is a m-I (m ~

2) move function, Theorem 1 is no longer true.
One might ask this question: Suppose G(x) be an unconditionally alive

x-graph in a 2-person and 2-dimensional go-game. Is G (x) unconditionally
2live in a 2-person and 3-dimensional go-game?

For this we have:

THEOREM 2. In a 2-person go-game on a 3-dimensional board, every tu:o di
mensional x-graph is not safe.

PROBLEM. Prove or disprove: In an n-dimensional go-game {f, g, S, B} with
1-1 move function, every k-dimensional go-graph G(x) is not safe, where
k is a positive integer with 2;£k<n.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let Lt: g, S, B} be a go-game on a 3-dimensional
board B. Let G(b) be a 2-dimensional b-graph formed by moves f(2n-l)
(n=l, 2, ... , k) and f(2n) =<jJ (n=I,2, ..., k-l). Suppose that there exists a
simple closed surface graph Go(b) which is a subgraph of G(b) such that R
(Go(b»=t=-ifJ. We let f(2n-I)=<jJ for n>k. Then Pw can move f(2n) = (2n ..
w, v) (n~k) to any point vER(Go(b». This proves the theorem. We give
an example of a go-graph G(b) in a 3-dimensional board.

EXAMPLE 3. Define G(b) by c(G(b» = {(nh 1, n3-I), (n!> 2, n3-I),
(nh 3, n3-I) , (n!> 4, n3-1) , (n!> 2, n3) , (nh 4, n3), (nI-I, 1, n3) , (nI-I, 2,
n3), (nI-I,3,n3)}. We see that R(G(b» = {(n!>I,n3)' (nh3,n3)}. Wecan
see that G (b) is a strongly connected, unconditionally alive and safe closed
surface graph.
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